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Turkey's moral support is a valid brother's word! 

 

Azerbaijan-Turkey relations have a long history, continuous and sustainable traditions from 

millennia. "The land is not worth protecting if you don't plant it, and if you don't protect it, it's not 

worth planting" the testaments of the great Grandfather Gorgud are equally sacred for brother 

Turkey as they are for Azerbaijan. The words "One nation, two states", which the world-famous 

prominent statesman Heydar Aliyev spoke with great wisdom and foresight about the nature and 

importance of Azerbaijan-Turkey relations, are accepted as proverbs in both countries. The 

determined and goal-oriented policy implemented by the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan 

Ilham Aliyev and the President of the Republic of Turkey Recep Tayyip Erdogan clearly expressed 

the national and state interests of the countries they lead, but also showed real examples of mutual 

trust, unity and solidarity, which the whole world desperately needs, to our planet in the most open 

and clear way. serves to be presented. The independent state of Azerbaijan and the Republic of 

Turkey have truly made the development of peace, security and cooperation in the region and the 

world in general the main elements of their country's state strategy, as well as the national and state 

interests of our countries. This is not only for the benefit of two nations, but for the benefit of 

humanity as a whole. The solidarity and cooperation of Azerbaijan and Turkey is as much a chance 

for the world community as it is for our countries. Where there is Turkey and Azerbaijan, our world 

is not worried about mutual trust, brotherhood, unity and solidarity, and can confidently fight for 

solidarity in places of difficulty and crisis on different continents and continents. The Republic of 

Turkey's defense of the rightful cause of our independent state and people in the fight against the 

Armenian occupation and provocation for Nagorno-Karabakh, which is an inseparable part of our 

country and the ancient lands of the independent Azerbaijan Republic, in self-defense measures, is 

not only a sign of respect for our shared national, moral and religious values with an ancient history, 

but also It is also an expression of true service to support the triumph of justice, not false double 

standards. The world community has not already known that Azerbaijan, by taking the same steps 

in relation to brother Turkey, considers it an acceptable way to realize the task of making the world 

think by showing another example of defending peace, solidarity and justice. In the fight against the 

Armenian invaders for Nagorno-Karabakh, the reliable brotherly word of the Republic of Turkey 

from the heart is far superior to any armed defense. For Azerbaijan, which was able to teach a 

worthy lesson to the aggressor Armenia on the battlefields, the real moral support of brother Turkey 

is more important than the military and economic assistance. The most important thing is that 

Azerbaijan and Turkey are locomotives moving forward towards world unity, peace and 

cooperation, brotherhood and solidarity on the double railway. The false statements spread by the 

occupying Armenia about the participation of Turkish soldiers in the battles around Nagorno-

Karabakh do not reflect reality at all. The false information fabricated by the aggressor Armenia 

about the Turkish factor on the Azerbaijani front line serves several important purposes: - By 

creating a false myth about the Turkish factor in the Azerbaijani army, it tries to attract other 

countries it hopes to support Armenia. - With this, Armenia wants to hide and distract from the 

already confirmed mercenary militants it brought from Lebanon, Syria and Iraq to the war by force. 

- The next time, he pretends to be an isolated, "lying and poor Armenian" and tries to get financial 
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and moral help by deceiving some countries. - At least, for the time being, he is trying to 

avoid the danger of opening a second front by putting his eyes on Eastern Anatolia lands in the 

background through lies and blackmail. - Finally, they hide their powerlessness and poverty in front 

of the fear of Turkey, and create an image to cover up their fear and panic. - He is trying hard to 

overshadow the fair struggle of Azerbaijan, to create a fictitious scandal around this issue, to 

confuse the situation. - On September 27, 2020, he tries to distort the great military victories and 

successful marches won under the leadership of Commander-in-Chief Ilham Aliyev in the Nagorno-

Karabakh battles. - With this, the Pashinyan regime deceives its people and insures itself with lies. 

Despite this, the victories of Azerbaijan on the war front, the serious positions it has taken in the 

direction of liberating our native land, the world community clearly sees that all the intentions of 

the lying Pashinyan regime are made up of fiction and slander. That is why now many countries of 

the world support and defend the right cause of Azerbaijan. Therefore, Azerbaijan-Turkey relations, 

developing on the basis of common historical roots, national and moral values, as well as mutual 

trust and cooperation, will continue to promote peace and security, unity and peace in our countries, 

the region and the world. 

It is considered as a model of interstate brotherhood and cooperation that provides real 

guarantees and contributions to the development of order, justice and cooperation, and serves 

greater development. In the 20th century, the Republic of Turkey is one of the world's great powers 

and leaders. Azerbaijan has also become one of the new leaders of the modern era in a short period 

of time. Azerbaijan-Turkey is an example of acting from a unified position in all directions in the 

world, always being in cooperation, and bringing peace and harmony to the world. There is no 

special need for a Turkish soldier in the trenches of Azerbaijan today. The consistent and successful 

army-building policy conducted by the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Ilham Aliyev, and 

the ideal of Azerbaijanism inculcated in our country have created all kinds of guarantees for the 

Azerbaijani soldier to go confidently towards the great victory. However, we can also be proud of 

the fact that there is a Republic of Turkey and eighty-two million Turkish people in the world who 

unwaveringly defend the just struggle of Azerbaijan to liberate its lands from enemy occupation, 

experience a natural excitement with our people and state, and share feelings of responsibility. Not 

Turkey itself, but the word of a reliable brother, moral support is in a trench with the Azerbaijani 

soldier on the front line and serves to inspire our army to victory. We sincerely believe that in the 

near future, Azerbaijan and Turkey will experience the joy of the military parade and celebrations 

of this great victory holiday together, on the day when our glorious national flag is raised in the city 

of Shusha under the leadership of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan, our Commander-in-

Chief Ilham Aliyev. 


